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Mr. Dulles asked what renresentation we had
Mr. -isner said that we had eeis ta
the PC side a have to be further developed. Mr. Dulles will HR70-14
ask to lunch.

Mr. Dulles also brought up the newspaper item on the proposed
UN code as a possible bar to anti-Red undergrounds. Mr. Wisner will
also look into this matter.

Mr. Dulles reported that he had dined with on
Thursday and also Saturday. Nothing important develope

Mr. Dulles gave a lunch n a a for at which they
discussed the proposed visit o
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Mr. Wisner brought up the question of a-o0l exchanges
in Korea and wanted to know if this should be brought before the PSB.
He agrees that there should not be forced repatriation but feels
that the JCS do not provide adequate safeguards for American prisoners.
Mr. Dulles will follow this.

Mr. Wisner mentioned the proposed answer to the
note stating that we should recomm nd to State Department wha ud
be said on CIC operations lThis should be discussed with

General Bolling and this will offer a good opportunity to take up
the whole ]situation. Mr. Wisner will draft recommendations for
Mr. Dulles' approval.

Mr. Wisner asked about Mr. Dulles
stated that both Dr. Langer and Mr. Douglass wanted him and he was
not going to be forced on OPC.

Mr. Wolf brought up the matter of an ORR employee who has
become a security risk and whose case will probably come up before the

Personnel Review Board. Such cases in the future will go to Colonel

Edwards and Gen. Davison and they will determine which ones should
come before the Board.
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Mr. Wolf brought up Mr. Angleton'sF17 project. He
feels that such matters should go through Mr. Wisner. Both
Mr. Wisner and Mr. Dulles agree. This brings up the possibility
of the necessity for reviewing the whole |project procedure.
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